INTERNATIONAL DIRECT TAXATION AND E-COMMERCE: A CATALYST FOR REFORM?
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This article critically analyses the challenges e-commerce poses to the traditional source- and residence-based taxation systems. It presents an exploratory study of two fundamental taxation principles that apply to international transactions in general and, more specifically, to e-commerce: the choice of residence-based or source-based taxation in governing the tax treatment of both domestic income accruing to non-residents and foreign income accruing to residents; and use of permanent establishment (PE) status in instituting the economic nexus required to assert jurisdiction over tax business profits. It is argued that in the interpretation and application of the rules, a clear distinction should be made between conceptual and practical issues. While there may be overlap between them, distinct issues exist regarding the normative questions of how and where profits arising from e-commerce should best be taxed as a matter of principle, as well as how such taxes should be implemented. The formulary apportionment of income earned by e-commerce business based on an economically justifiable formula provides a viable solution.

I. INTRODUCTION

The international tax system has not kept pace with technological development. Many countries around the world have become concerned about the extent to which e-commerce companies legally avoid taxes through carefully designed company structures.1 For example, Google managed to cut its overall tax rate almost in half, by transferring $9.8b to Bermuda, around
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80% of its 2011 pre-tax profits. However, the problem is not new. Difficulties have long been associated with the application of the traditional international tax regime to multinational, non-traditional businesses, and the development of e-commerce has exacerbated the problem even further. Although international taxation is one of the most important areas of tax law, it is one of the least studied tax topics. Indeed, it may be one of the most undeservedly ignored topics in all of the law, even though its influence over global commerce, and particularly e-commerce, cannot be underestimated.

This article begins with an analysis of the challenges posed by e-commerce to the traditional source- and residence-based taxation systems. It then explores: first, the choice of specific principles (e.g., residence and source-based taxation) for governing the tax treatment of both domestic-source income accruing to non-residents and foreign-source income accruing to residents; and second, the use of the concept of a permanent establishment (‘PE’) in establish-
ing the economic nexus required to assert jurisdiction over tax business profits. The article argues that questions provoked by the present debate (on how to tax e-commerce) provide a cogent focus to consider the ability of national tax regimes to capture their share of the international tax base fairly, in the face of pressures and uncertainties brought about by e-commerce. The article concludes with the argument that the formulary apportionment of income from an e-commerce business based on an economically justifiable formula provides a viable solution.

The analysis of international tax law is heavily dominated by economic thought. Even the legal analysts look to guiding principles that are typically broken down into categories of efficiency and equity. The efficiency concerns tend to dominate in part because there is very little agreement on the normative foundations for equity issues. It has been argued that international tax law is heavily dominated by economic thought. Even the legal analysts look to guiding principles that are typically broken down into categories of efficiency and equity.

---

8 OECD, Addressing Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (2013), available at http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/9789264192744-en (Last visited on January 24, 2017) (Since the beginning of the economic crisis, considerable discussion has taken place globally in forums such as the G20 World Economic Forum for large corporations to pay back their ‘fair share’ of tax to the communities in which they earn their profits. The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) undertook a detailed study of the existence and magnitude of base erosion and profit shifting and presented its progress report, ‘Addressing Base Erosion and Profit Shifting,’ (BEPS) to the G20 at its February 2013 meeting. The report was followed by an ‘Action Plan’ published in July 2013 with a view to addressing perceived flaws in international tax rules. It contains 15 separate action points or work streams, some of which are further split into specific actions or outputs. The ‘Plan’ is focused on addressing these issues in a coordinated, comprehensive manner, and it was endorsed by G20 leaders and finance ministers at their summit in St. Petersburg in September 2013. It was expected that the completion of these ‘15 Actions’ will take at least two years. However, solving the digital issue by specifically identifying appropriate tax rules to deal with digital business has been designated the ‘number-one action’ in the ‘Action Plan.’ In October 2015, the OECD presented the final package of measures for a comprehensive, coherent and co-ordinated reform of the international tax rules in Lima, Peru. Following the G20 Leaders’ endorsement of the ‘15 Actions’ of the OECD/G20 BEPS project, the OECD was called on to prepare an inclusive monitoring and implementation framework by early-2016. In January 2016, the inclusive framework for BEPS was established (as requested by Leaders in Antalya), therefore all interested countries and jurisdictions can join the OECD and G20 countries on an equal footing, with a status of “BEPS Associate” in the Committee on Fiscal Affairs. The OECD is also actively supporting the AEoI implementation process through dedicated training seminars, and guidance for governments as well as for the affected financial institutions. To date, more than 25 countries have already identified an additional 48 billion USD in tax revenues through voluntary disclosure and similar initiatives).

9 In the area of direct taxation there are three main tax policy concerns: “nexus”, ability to have significant digital presence without being liable to tax; “data”, How to attribute value created from the generation of data through digital products and services and determining the share of profit attributable to these value drivers; “characterization”, proper characterization of income in the context of new business models.

10 Formulary apportionment was first proposed in 1923 through the Rome Resolutions of the International Chamber.


12 Id.

tional tax law is both excruciatingly complex\(^{14}\) and fundamentally arbitrary,\(^ {15}\) and world tax regimes remain largely parochial\(^ {16}\) and are to a large extent a coordination game.\(^ {17}\) It was not until after the First World War\(^ {18}\) and the rise of globalisation\(^ {19}\) that it became necessary for governments to broaden the existing principles upon which taxation was based, in order for them to reap the dividends of global development without disabling trade. A careful balancing act ensured that enterprises were not ‘double taxed’ due to occupying more than one ‘fiscal jurisdiction.’\(^ {20}\) A fundamental principle of international taxation is that “all incomes would be taxed once and only once.”\(^ {21}\) In other words, the international tax norms should not only avoid double taxation, but should also prevent double non-taxation.\(^ {22}\) This problem addressed the employment of a great many (currently estimated to number over three-thousand)\(^ {23}\) bilateral treaties on tax,\(^ {24}\) which prescribe precisely the amount of income each state may derive from the trade.\(^ {25}\)


\(^{16}\) It is based on the concept of ‘fiscal sovereignty,’ which allows those with jurisdiction over the territory in question to apply taxes as the national sovereign; see Stephen Kobrin, Territoriality and the Governance of Cyberspace, 32(4) J. of Int’l. Business Studies 687-704 (2001).


\(^{18}\) For historical account see supra note 14.

\(^{19}\) Alfredo Saad Filho, From Washington Consensus to Inclusive Growth: The Continuing Relevance of Pro-Poor Policy Alternatives (2010) Background paper for the World Economic and Social Survey; For a detailed discussion on effects of globalisation see M. Montes & R. Vos, Retooling Global Development and Governance (2014).


\(^{22}\) (Double non-taxation where income that is not taxed in the source country is exempt in the residence country) see Antony Ting, iTax—Apple’s International Tax Structure and the Double Non-Taxation Issue, 1 British Tax R. 41 (2014).


\(^{24}\) “The development of treaty law has been influenced by the aim of minimising the overlap (and more recently the gap) of territorial circles drawn by competing countries in order to promote cross-border trade and investment.” The treaties limit a country’s tax jurisdiction and represent the compromises that two countries have reached with respect to the sharing of the tax base arising from cross-border transactions; see Jinyan Li, International Taxation in the Age of Electronic Commerce: A Comparative Study 31-32 (2003); Richard M. Bird & Scott Wilkie, Source vs Residence based taxation in the European Union: The Wrong Question? in Taxing Capital Income in the European Union: Issues and Options for Reform 91, 78-109 (2000).

\(^{25}\) Jogarajan, supra note 23.
Many of the bilateral tax treaties have their geneses in publications of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), the foremost international tax policymaker, which was formed as a successor to the League of Nations with the goal of finding internationally acceptable solutions to problems caused by the conflicting nature of national tax laws. The OECD Model Tax Convention on Income and on Capital (OECD Convention) provides a template, or framework, from which new bilateral treaties may be drawn up. The OECD itself acts as an ‘aggregator of best practice’, rather than a tax-collection service or an arbiter of disputes. However, this procedure, which is used by most countries to allocate the tax base between jurisdictions and to avoid double taxation, is not merely cumbersome but has also come under increasing pressure as the scope and volume of cross-border activities have sharply expanded. This is because the double taxation treaties are based on the assumption of national sovereignty in tax policy, which has become less relevant with the progress of globalisation.

Considering the high degree of rigidity and political unwillingness, it is nothing short of a miracle that a consensus has emerged among developed countries in the post-war period regarding the use of these concepts in governing the allocation of worldwide income. However, a more sceptical view would be that this apparent OECD consensus was really a ‘Washington consensus’, and that the concepts largely served the self-interests of large economies.
capital-exporting countries. Whatever the political forces that have accounted for and shaped these concepts, over the years, they have come under increasing critical scrutiny in light of the burgeoning internationalisation of most markets, changing technologies, aggressive tax planning, and concerns over the equitable allocation of worldwide income among capital-exporting and capital-importing countries. It is further argued that even before the advent of e-commerce, it was not always easy to determine where income arose. Countries might differ over whether the presence of a facility, the location of customers, the passage of title or the number of other factors determines where income arises. As a result, tax considerations routinely drive the structuring of international businesses and transactions.

The proliferation of e-commerce has led many commentators to question the effectiveness of some of the existing international taxation principles, particularly as e-commerce facilitates cross-border transactions and, as a mechanism, has particular relevance to international taxation. While e-commerce may not necessarily introduce any new problems, it is apparent that any problems already associated with an inability to synchronise or inter-relate a variety of disparate taxing systems became exacerbated by a model that facilitates the very types of transactions that result in such problems in the first place. It is undeniable that e-commerce has made it more difficult to implement efficient and equitable taxation. Most discussions with respect to income taxes for e-commerce transactions to date have focussed on three problems: How can we attribute income arising from the ‘Internet’ to a particular jurisdiction? How can we characterise such income? And, most importantly, how can it be taxed? Income tax treaties do not provide easy answers to these questions because they were developed in a non-digital era when transactions and commercial law dealt primarily with tangible property.

36 Basu, supra note 14; see also Basu, supra note 1 1-25.
38 Basu, supra note 14.
40 Li, supra note 35.
How does the international taxation system currently operate in terms of source and residence-based approaches? International taxation revolves around the coordination and allocation of taxing rights among countries.\(^{43}\) Taxation based on the source principle presupposes that taxing authorities can determine the geographical source of income, while taxation based on the residence principle requires information about the identity and residency status of those engaged in income-producing activities.\(^{44}\) The methods of establishing whether a company is technically a resident vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. In the UK, for example, §14 of the Corporation Tax Act, 2009 provides that any company incorporated in the UK is a *de jure* resident for the purposes of tax, regardless of whether a different country of residence is claimed by the company. Similarly, in the US, residency status may also be attributed to an individual even if the individual does not actually reside in the country but merely holds citizenship and either operated from the country previously or intends to do so in future. The UK\(^{45}\) also employ a more complex test in addition to the one used in the US, which is known as the ‘place of effective management’\(^{46}\) rule.\(^{47}\) This rule is not defined in the ‘OECD Convention’ itself, but guidance is given in accompanying commentary as to the way in which it operates.\(^{48}\) This test aids governmental revenue services as a ‘tie-breaker’ tool for determining whether corporate residency should, in fact, be established in one country rather than another. It is based on the theory that the place in which key management decisions are made is where a company should be considered

---


\(^{44}\) Michael Devereux & Rita de la Feria, *Designing and Implementing a Destination-Based Corporate Tax*, (Oxford University Centre for Business Taxation, Working Paper no. 1407, 2014) (Devereux and de le Feria argue current international tax system based upon the principles of source and residence is no longer suited to a globalised world economy, and the fundamentals of the international tax system need to be re-examined).


\(^{46}\) In India the concept of ‘place of effective management’ was only recently introduced by the Finance Act, 2015 and has been defined as has been defined to mean ‘a place where key management and commercial decisions that are necessary for the conduct of the business of an entity as a whole are, in substance made’.


\(^{48}\) OECD, *supra* note 26, 24;

“The place of effective management is the place where key management and commercial decisions that are necessary for the conduct of the enterprise’s business are in substance made. The place of effective management will ordinarily be where the most senior person or group of persons (for example a board of directors) makes its decisions, the place where the actions to be taken by the enterprise as a whole are determined; however, no definitive rule can be given and all relevant facts and circumstances must be examined to determine the place of effective management. An enterprise may have more than one place of management, but it can have only one place of effective management at any one time.”
to be based. In order to assess the way in which the rule is used, one must look to decisions of the UK domestic courts on similar concepts, such as the ‘central management and control’ test. However, an analysis of materially similar cases suggests that each case is assessed on its own facts, and outcomes may not be predictable or demonstrably consistent.

Source-based taxation works on the principle that non-residents of a country may still be taxed on their economic activity and capital gains within that country’s borders, despite the fact that they are not a resident of the country. The source country will ordinarily be able to claim priority over another country’s residence-based claims to income, assuming that the taxable entity “participates accordingly in the economic life.” As a result, it first becomes necessary to consider the minimum level of activity a company can engage in before it becomes liable for taxation. In pursuit of this consideration, countries use the test of PE, which is defined in Article 5 of the OECD Convention as “a fixed place of business through which the business of an enterprise is wholly or partly carried on.” This definition may be dissected into its three constituent elements, namely: ‘place of business,’ ‘fixed’ and ‘carrying on.’ However, under most tax treaties, merely having a fixed place of business in any country may not be enough to create a taxable presence. Each and every one of these elements requires its own test to be fulfilled before PE can be held to exist. These tests have been termed, respectively: the ‘place-of-business test’– the

50 De Beers Consolidated Mines Ltd. v. Howe, 1906 AC 455.
51 See North Australian Pastoral Co. Ltd. v. FCT, (1946) 71 CLR 623; Malayan Shipping Co. Ltd. v. FCT (1946) 71 CLR 156; Unit Construction Co. Ltd. v. Bullock, 1960 AC 351 : (1959) 3 WLR 1022 : (1959) 3 All ER 831.
52 See Benjamin Hoffart, Permanent Establishment in the Digital Age: Improving and Stimulating Debate Through an Access to Markets Proxy Approach, 6 NW. J. TECH. & INTELL. PROP. 106, 110 (2007) (According to Hoffart, the “social contract” view of source-based justification for taxation is based on the principle of cost and benefit theories of taxation, which argue that taxpayers should pay the state for the cost of state-provided services or in accordance with specific benefits received by the taxpayer).
54 Id.
55 OECD, supra note 26, Article 5, ¶1 (The OECD Model lists the conditions that must be satisfied in order to qualify as a permanent establishment: a) there must be a fixed place of business (situs test); b) the fixed place of business must be located at a certain territorial area (locus test); c) the use of the fixed place of business must last for a certain period of time (tempus test); d) the taxpayer must have a certain right of use of the fixed place of business (ius test); and e) the activities performed through the fixed place of business must be of a business character, as defined in the treaty law and in the domestic tax laws (business activity test).
existence of premises, machinery or equipment; the ‘permanence test’—the location must be distinct and fixed with a certain degree of permanence; and the ‘business-activities test’—(usually) personnel conducting business in that place.

E-commerce breaks down the necessary and clear connection between territory and commerce and makes this type of information more difficult to obtain, thus complicating the task of taxing income based on ‘source or residence’. It further questions the OECD’s use of PE as the defining nexus by which a country may tax the business profits of a non-resident entity. To complicate matters further, there is a real difference of opinion between developed and developing countries as to the appropriate approach in allocating taxable jurisdiction. Developed countries generally prefer to allocate taxable jurisdiction based on the enterprise’s residence. Hence, if the residence is used as the principal criterion to decide the taxable nexus for e-commerce, the bulk of the revenues generated from such commerce will accrue to the developed countries. If, however, the taxable nexus is based upon the site of the server, it is entirely possible that the developing countries might attach some revenues on the basis of the fact that the source of the income is within their jurisdiction. Residence-based taxation creates further problems because of the difficulties in the placement of the central mind and management of an enterprise, particularly with e-commerce, which by its very nature is mobile. It is undeniable that the traditional concepts of PE, residence, and source of income do apply to e-commerce transactions. However, forcing their application onto transactions which are undertaken through a radically different medium necessarily results in uncertainty in the application of traditional source- and residence-based taxation models to e-commerce. Although the OECD is examining the problem, its solutions to date fall short of suggesting significant changes to the basis of international taxation.

---

57 OECD, supra note 26 (Under the OECD Model Tax Convention, the term PE does not include: the use of facilities solely for the purpose of storage, display of or delivery of goods or merchandise belonging to the enterprise; the maintenance of a stock of goods or merchandise belonging to the enterprise solely for the purpose of storage, display or delivery; the maintenance of a stock of goods or merchandise belonging to the enterprise solely for the purpose of processing by another enterprise; the maintenance of a fixed place of business solely for the purpose of purchasing goods or merchandise or of collecting information for the enterprise; or the maintenance of a fixed place of business solely for the purpose of carrying on, for the enterprise, any other activity of a preparatory or auxiliary character).

58 BASU, supra note 14, 48.

59 Id., 109.

60 See Li, supra note 35.
II. IMPLICATION FOR TAX POLICY AND TAX ADMINISTRATION

The OECD clearly believes that perceived weaknesses in the territorial tax system and the international tax rules as a whole require changes to the tax rules in order to cope with e-commerce business practices.\(^{61}\) Should we abandon traditional taxation principles? In order to answer this question, it is important to determine what (if anything) has changed because of e-commerce that presents new challenges requiring changes to the existing international tax regime. OECD’s paper on base erosion and profit shifting argues that existing tax treaty principles strive to ease the incidence of double taxation, but it does not address double non-taxation.\(^{62}\) Even though governments and international organisations appear to be concerned about the potential challenges posed by e-commerce and its digital appurtenances, many industrialised nations believe that existing taxation principles can be extended to include e-commerce transactions.\(^{63}\) The discussion draft released by the OECD confirms the view that tax measures designed exclusively for the digital (e-commerce) economy are likely to prove problematic, primarily because of the difficulties in identifying a specific digital sector.\(^{64}\) Nonetheless, to bring e-commerce within the scope of prevailing tax rules and norms, tax authorities must invoke inadequate definitions and inappropriate analogies under the present system.

Effective enforcement of tax laws, as with other laws, requires accurate identification of a party and evidence that can be linked to the party. In fiscal matters, this equates to identifying a taxpayer, obtaining evidence of income, and linking the income to the taxpayer. There are two major methods tax authorities use to verify disclosed income tax liabilities.\(^{65}\) The first, the specifics method which examines transactions that have been disclosed to the revenue authorities and seeks to establish by an examination of the relevant facts and law whether or not a particular item is taxable or is a legitimate tax deduction is unlikely to change under the e-commerce environment, however the techniques used to apply this method must be adapted to take into account technological developments.\(^{66}\) The second method which is technically not a single method but a collection of non-specific methods relating to the measurement of

---

\(^{61}\) See OECD, *BEPS ACTION 1: Address the Tax Challenges of the Digital Economy*, March 24, 2014, available at https://www.oecd.org/ctp/tax-challenges-digital-economy-discussion-draft-march-2014.pdf (Last visited on January 26, 2017) (OECD has identified four main challenges raised by the digital economy: minimisation of tax in the source country, either by avoiding a taxable presence or by maximising deductions where there is such a presence, low or no withholding tax at source, low or no tax at the level of the recipient, and no current taxation of low tax profits at the level of ultimate parent).

\(^{62}\) OECD, supra note 8, 16.

\(^{63}\) Basu, supra note 1.

\(^{64}\) OECD, supra note 61.

\(^{65}\) Basu, supra note 14, 248.

\(^{66}\) Id.
assets or spending and funds over time, frequently supplemented by inspection of particular matters.\textsuperscript{67} The growth in unaccounted electronic payment systems has created problems in the application of this method.\textsuperscript{68} However, non-specific methods depend critically on tax authorities’ ability, under powers conferred by law, to obtain information and evidence compulsorily, both from taxpayers and third parties.\textsuperscript{69}

E-commerce poses a number of practical evidentiary problems for both taxpayers and tax administrators in the areas of identity and transaction verification.\textsuperscript{70} This is particularly relevant, as it could preclude the enforcement of a tax with respect to business activities by residents and even between residents. Identification and registration requirements will have limited success, given the growing ease with which websites are located offshore. However, complications due to online shopping are only the beginning. Search engine optimisation services sometimes pay e-commerce firms when clients seek to have their names appear in search results. E-commerce companies also earn profits from data mining, which includes activities such as tracking users’ Internet searches, online posts and shopping habit for the purpose of directing advertising to browsers based on the data obtained. The location of such activities raises issues that have not yet been addressed under current tax law.\textsuperscript{71}

The process of ‘incorporating’ a company is merely a formal one, which establishes a synthetic connection to one country over another.\textsuperscript{72} Pinto argues that e-commerce may cause the already artificial ‘place of incorporation test’ and the ‘place of effective management’ to become more artificial.\textsuperscript{73} In fact, as reported by the Dutch government, there is no longer any need to maintain a physical business presence in any one location. Generally, managers can live and work in different countries without damaging effects to a business.\textsuperscript{74} It is currently an easy task for members of a board to remain residents in different countries\textsuperscript{75} and communicate using video-conferencing software, and in fact,

\textsuperscript{67} Id., 249.  
\textsuperscript{68} Id.  
\textsuperscript{69} Id.  
\textsuperscript{70} Basu, supra note 14.  
\textsuperscript{72} Basu, supra note 14, 110.  
\textsuperscript{75} The problem cannot solely be directly to e-commerce. For example, since 1988, all UK-incorporated companies have been automatically treated as residents (Finance Act, 1988, §66) subject to some transitional provisions. However, the statutory rule is superimposed on the common law rules. The leading common law authority is De Beers Consolidated Mines Ltd. v. Howe, 1906 AC 455 : (1906) 5 TC 198. Lord Loreburn CJ held that the residence of a company was ‘where the central control and management actually abides.’ However, the House of
managerial decisions can now be made by directors whilst in transit between countries using e-commerce technologies.⁷⁶

In a particularly well-documented example, Google Inc. has produced a complex system of distributing and reallocating its profit which has been widely termed the ‘Double Irish Dutch Sandwich’.⁷⁷ Using a number of tax avoidance techniques, the company is able to legally ensure that much of its profit is taxed in Bermuda, where the corporation tax rate is an incomparably attractive zero per cent.⁷⁸ Although this method of tax avoidance is technically replicable by enterprises in any sector, Google, as the archetypal web-based enterprise, requires far fewer resources to be in the vicinity of the business when compared to traditional commercial activities. In fact, the commercial operations of some web-based enterprises may be produced, controlled and supplied from another country and may totally lack any employee presence in the tax haven.⁷⁹ While revenue authorities typically have extensive powers to compel disclosure of information and production of documents, their writ usually runs exclusively within their own jurisdiction, and they must rely on cooperation under applicable treaty provisions with other jurisdictions. However, even when such cooperation is forthcoming, difficulties arise while attempting to obtain information and evidence with respect to documents or payments in encrypted digital form. New technologies have created solutions to some of these problems. For example, digital certificates make it possible to verify the identity of an online entity, and digital notarisation makes it possible to verify that electronic records have not been altered.⁸⁰

---

⁷⁶ Lords’ decision in Unit Construction Co. Ltd. v. Bullock, 1960 AC 351 : (1959) 3 WLR 1022 : (1959) 38 TC 712 also suggests that a company’s residence can be put in doubt if a parent company usurps the power of a local board of directors. Lord Radcliffe added that “The question where control and management abide must be treated as one of fact or ‘actuality.’” See also Wood v. Holden (HMIT), 2006 EWCA Civ 26.


⁷⁸ Id.

⁷⁹ See Basu, supra note 14, 121 (The fact that, for instance, a clothing retailer’s electronic catalogue resides on a server in a given country does not give the clothing retailer a fixed, vested economic interest in the same manner that a factory or office would. […] If the clothing retailer’s only physical presence in a country is through a server, the clothing company would not particularly care about the country’s workforce, whether the country’s transportation system is functional or whether the country is politically stable).

⁸⁰ See European Commission, Proposal for a Council Directive amending Directive 2011/16 as regards mandatory automatic exchange of information in the field of taxation, 2016/0010 (January 28, 2016) (On 28 January 2016, the European Commission launched its Anti-Tax Avoidance Package to coordinate the European Union’s response to aggressive tax planning (ATP) and subscribe to the standards developed by the OECD in its action plan on Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS). As a first element in that package, on 8 March 2016 the Council drafted a directive to implement the OECD Action 13 requiring MNC to report tax-related information on a country-by-country basis, and requiring national tax authorities to automatically exchange such information).
There are other substantive issues of law involved in the area of taxation of e-commerce. Current tax concepts, PE and source of income concepts were developed in a different technological era. Pascal St Amans, Director of the Centre for Tax Policy and Administration at the OECD, said in a recent interview:

“Are we in a position to design a specific solution for a specific sector, which would be a digital permanent establishment for online sales or online services? Or is, actually, the question more about the digitalisation of the whole economy, and what is at stake there for the architecture of the international tax system?”

The principle of neutrality between physical commerce and e-commerce requires that existing principles of taxation be adapted to e-commerce, taking into account the borderless nature of the Internet. Different tax rates or other distinctions related to income taxation require legal definitions of different sources and different allowances. If these definitions do not correspond to basic economic thinking, there are clear incentives for avoidance. Another advantage of an approach based on existing principles in addition to neutrality is that such an approach is suitable for adoption as an international standard. Existing principles are, in broad outline, common to most countries’ tax laws. However, it would not be unjustified to argue that digital technology has completely destroyed the economic and legal basis for the existing rules of international taxation, implying the necessity for a complete overhaul. Extending the existing rules to the digital era, as suggested by developed countries, will increase the revenue shares of developed countries to the detriment of developing countries.

III. PERMANENT ESTABLISHMENT: BACK TO THE FUTURE?

The importance of PE within the contemporary international taxation system cannot be underestimated. The OECD Model Tax Convention on Income and on Capital establishes fundamental criteria for determining if a PE exists. For a PE to exist, there must be a fixed place of business; the fixed place of business must be located in a certain territorial area; the use of the fixed place of business must last for a certain period of time; the taxpayer must have a certain right of use over the fixed place of business; and the activities performed through the fixed place of business must be of a

---

82 Cockfield, supra note 39.
84 For a PE to exist, there must be a fixed place of business; the fixed place of business must be located in a certain territorial area; the use of the fixed place of business must last for a certain period of time; the taxpayer must have a certain right of use over the fixed place of business; and the activities performed through the fixed place of business must be of a

January - March, 2017
Convention in light of the advent of e-commerce and concluded that a website does not in itself constitute a PE, as it is composed of software and data, not tangible property, and therefore cannot be considered a ‘place of business.’

The discussion draft released by the OECD suggested revisiting the borderline between what is to be counted as crossing the PE threshold rule and what is treated as not creating a tax nexus for the purposes of the rule because of the potential for the digital economy to penetrate a market with minimal physical presence. It has been argued that the PE concept does not seem to be relevant for purposes of taxing e-commerce and that servers and websites can constitute PEs under traditional interpretation. One of the fundamental questions with which the OECD grappled is whether or not a server can constitute a PE, and its answer so far has been shrouded in uncertainty. OECD rules suggest that in most cases, the location of a server in a particular jurisdiction, by itself, will not give rise to a PE under a treaty. However server may rise to the level of a PE because it is tangible property requiring a physical location; this can be a ‘fixed place of business,’ although its practical application raises a number of issues but also where it functions at the particular place goes beyond what is preparatory or auxiliary.

---

85 The OECD states that websites are composed of software and data, not tangible property, and therefore cannot be considered a place of business sufficient for characterisation as a PE; a server may rise to the level of a PE since it is tangible property that requires a physical location, and that location can be considered a fixed place of business regardless of whether the server is owned or leased by the business operating the server; however, the presence of business personnel at the location of the server is not necessary to create a PE; see OECD Committee on Fiscal Affairs, Clarification on the Application of the Permanent Establishment Definition in E-Commerce: Changes to the Commentary on the Model Tax Convention on Article 5, ¶ 42.2-42.10 (December 22, 2000), available at http://www.oecd.org/tax/treaties/1923380.pdf (Last visited January 25, 2017).

86 OECD, supra note 61 (OECD BEPS project, under Action 7: Preventing the Artificial Avoidance of Permanent Establishment Status, and Action 1: Tax Challenges of the Digital Economy is specifically looking into equitable allocation of taxing rights).


88 OECD supra note 83.

89 On 7th of February 2012 India’s Authority for Advance Rulings (AAR) ruled that a foreign company’s server constitutes a PE for tax purposes, and the profits arising from it are taxable in India.

90 OECD Committee on Fiscal Affairs, supra note 85.

91 In October 2012, the OECD released proposed amendments to ‘auxiliary activity’ within the Model Treaty, allowing for additional activities to create PE. The October 2014 discussion draft proposed further changes to art 5(4) on the definition of preparatory or auxiliary. Amazon was able to avoid establishing PE under the previous definition because of the exclusionary principles of Art 5(4); see also OECD, Revised Discussion Draft: BEPS Action 7: Preventing The Artificial Avoidance of PE Status, 21 (2015), available at http://www.oecd.org/tax/treaties/revised-discussion-draft-beps-action-7-pe-status.pdf (Last visited on January 25, 2017).
A comprehensive study of the PE principle conducted before the emergence of e-commerce concluded that modern commercial practices had already eroded the PE concept to a large extent. The PE concept does not envision or encompass the existence of a nexus between intangible business activities and foreign markets. Support for the 1920s compromise that sacrificed tax revenues in favour of administrative simplicity has deteriorated. Nonetheless, while the PE concept may be a relic of early trade practices, it continues to be the prevailing standard for the determination of tax jurisdiction for international business income.

The fundamental concept underlying current OECD nexus and income attribution rules, that income should be attributed to the location where the value is created, is obsolete. For e-commerce companies, the nexus should not be based solely on the location of manufacturing, research, marketing, and other wealth-creating activities. Rather, the place of consumption should also give rise in some way to a direct tax nexus. It can be argued that the required changed could be implemented either as a matter of tax policy or as a matter of economic development policy. In some cases the demands for change are presented in quite persuasive terms. Due to this weakening connection between physical and economic presence, the current definition of a PE, which largely relies on physical manifestations of an economic presence, might give rise to anomalous results and to violations of the tax principles outlined above. Various suggestions have been made on how to overhaul the PE-based system.
of taxation. There has been attempt particularly within OECD to subject e-commerce transactions to a different tax regime. OECD’s Task Force on the Digital Economy has been specifically considering five options, namely, modifications to the exemption from PE status; the creation of a ‘significant digital presence’ PE; varieties of a ‘virtual’ presence PE; withholding tax on digital transactions; and consumption tax options. A detailed examination of each of these options is beyond the scope of this article.

The French ‘Task Force on Taxation of the Digital Economy’ argues that the activities of digital companies lack ‘points of stability’ required to create a PE. The task force has proposed that the concept of PE be redefined to encompass ‘permanent virtual establishment.’ Under the concept of a ‘permanent virtual establishment’, once a foreign enterprise’s sales in a jurisdiction have reached a certain level, the foreign enterprise would be deemed to have a PE in the jurisdiction, and those profits from the enterprise attributable to that virtual PE could be taxed by the source jurisdiction. The conceptual basis for taxation under such a system is that providing a healthy customer base is enough to entitle a source state with the right to tax profits arising in (or from) that state. It is suggested that Article 5 of the OECD Model Convention incorporates the idea of a ‘virtual’ PE, whereby a foreign enterprise may be deemed to have a PE by virtue of a given level of sales in the source jurisdic-

96 If permanent establishment principles are to remain effective in the new economy, the fundamental PE components developed for the old economy — place of business, location, and permanency must be reconciled with the new digital reality.

97 BaSu, supra note 14, 255.

98 OECD’s Task Force on the Digital Economy, a subsidiary body of the Committee on Fiscal Affairs (CFA), was established in September 2013 to carry out the work, with the aim of developing a report identifying issues raised by the digital economy and possible actions to address them by September 2014; see OECD, supra note 61.
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Hinnekens suggests that such a concept would operate on the basis of the continuous and commercially significant business activity of a non-resident enterprise in the source country. This idea would appear to be congruent with the fundamental theory behind source-based taxation in that it is reliant upon proof of a sufficient degree of participation in economic life by the enterprise in the source country. In practice, whether a sufficiently high level of sales revenue creates a legal right for a country to claim the ability to tax an enterprise is questionable. However, the ‘discussion draft’ states that varieties of a ‘virtual’ presence PE are included ‘only for the sake of completeness.’ It is unclear whether ‘for the sake of completeness’ means that the OECD is not proposing to move forward with these suggestions at this time. This does seem to be the logical inference, but in any event, it certainly seems to reflect a lack of enthusiasm for these alternatives.

Another potential option discussed by the Task Force focuses on the establishment of an alternative nexus to address situations in which businesses are conducted wholly digitally. Such a proposal would identify an enterprise engaged in certain ‘fully dematerialised digital activities’ as a permanent establishment, if it maintained a ‘significant digital presence’ in the economy of another country. Two alternative proposals were put forward, one of which is based on the use of personal data obtained from users in the country, and the other of which is based on additional elements of the business model. The discussion draft indicated that a test may be applied to determine the nature of a ‘fully dematerialised digital activity.’ OECD in the Final Report suggested where a company is engaged in fully dematerialised digital activities it would constitute a PE if it maintained a significant digital presence in another country’s economy.

Another option that has been suggested is the imposition of a final withholding tax on certain payments made by residents of a country for digital goods or services provided by a foreign e-commerce provider. As Doernberg has argued, such a regime would supplement, rather than supplant,
the traditional PE nexus rules.\textsuperscript{116} States would retain the right to tax all non-resident enterprises with a PE in their jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{117} The broad international consensus for some years has been to try to minimise or eliminate withholding taxes\textsuperscript{118} because taxes imposed on gross income do not take into account profitability and can act as a deterrent to international commerce by making expansion across borders unprofitable. Additionally, an important potential collateral impact is that withholding tax could be imposed on broad categories of ‘conventional’ commerce that previously were not subject to withholding tax – for example, payments for software products, music discs, and movies, which are all digital products. This illustrates the potential collateral impact of rules designed for a specific targeted industry. In addition, as noted in the report, various factors would need to be considered in relation to this proposal, such as trade obligations.\textsuperscript{119} Additionally, the practicalities of collecting such a tax, especially in the case of individual customers, would be highly challenging.

Advocates of retaining a PE nexus-based system of international taxation argue that the existing OECD principle that income tax revenue should be attributed to the location where an enterprise is engaged in value-creating activities remains the appropriate basis for the imposition of an income tax.\textsuperscript{120} The conceptual framework remains correct from a policy standpoint. Those advocating change have not offered sufficiently compelling reasons to justify a deviation from the conceptual basis of international taxation that has had overwhelming acceptance. The ‘digital’ economy, much like the ‘traditional’ economy, requires an enterprise to utilise capital, labour and other property in core income-producing activities to produce and market its products and services.\textsuperscript{121} Even if the nature of those inputs and outputs may differ somewhat under a digital economy, the essential factors remain the same: physical presence and activity, as reflected by an entrepreneur’s labour inputs, property investments, and risk assumption remains necessary components in an enterprise’s creation of products and services.\textsuperscript{122} Thus, there is no basis arising from digital economy business models to change a state’s justification to share in a company’s tax base. There is no basis for utilising different attribution algorithms for the digital and the ‘traditional’ economies. The nexus rules appropriate for the taxation of Internet-utilising businesses are the same as those, which over the years have proven acceptable and effective for more ‘traditional’ business models. The current rules do not allow a jurisdiction to tax a foreign enterprise’s business profits \textit{unless} the enterprise itself conducts core income-generating activities in the jurisdiction. If one agrees that these rules are appropriate for non-Internet
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based enterprises, then it is only fair that these same rules be applied to Internet-based enterprises. To not do so would be unfair to those jurisdictions in which the income-generating activities were, in fact, being performed. Moreover, there is no logical distinction between ‘traditional’ businesses and those utilizing advanced communications technology (i.e., the Internet) in their business models. E-commerce continues to infiltrate and be incorporated into the most ‘traditional’ of business enterprises (e.g., the automotive and airline industries, brick & mortar retail store outlets, etc.). While e-commerce has created new business models, opportunities, products, and services, it has also changed the way ‘traditional’ business activities are being conducted by ‘traditional’ business enterprises. The origin of wealth for these enterprises remains where it has always been— at the place where the cost and risk to develop, produce and distribute product is born.

From a pragmatic viewpoint, the current system remains appropriate as well. Given the expansive treaty network based on the current PE rules and e-commerce’s permeation into all facets of business affairs, designing one set of nexus rules for e-commerce companies and another for non-e-commerce companies makes no logical sense and would be practically impossible to implement. The PE provision was also designed with administrative practicality and convenience in mind. It is generally acknowledged that a country’s jurisdiction to tax should not extend beyond its power to impose a tax. Therefore, if a taxpayer is not physically present in a country, a tax should not be imposed upon the income of the taxpayer by that country. The reasons for this conclusion are twofold. First, as a matter of principle, it is generally inappropriate for a country to assert jurisdiction over persons or matters beyond its actual power of enforcement. Second, as a practical matter, a country should not seek to impose taxes that it cannot collect. A system of taxation is only perceived to be fair if it can be applied in accordance with its terms. If there is a class of taxpayers (e.g., foreigners with no physical connection to the jurisdiction) that are technically subject to a tax, but as a matter of practical reality are never required to pay the tax, then the taxpaying public will perceive the system of tax as unfair and

---
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discriminatory.\textsuperscript{128} Therefore, the requirement of a fixed place of business serves the interests of fairness and administrability as well.\textsuperscript{129}

IV. NAVIGATING CHANGE FOR DIRECT TAXATION

The Ottawa framework conditions noted that taxation should seek to be neutral and equitable between forms of e-commerce and between conventional and electronic forms of commerce.\textsuperscript{130} Taxpayers in similar situations carrying out similar transactions should be subject to similar levels of taxation.\textsuperscript{131} The OECD discussion draft also states, “ring-fencing the digital economy as a separate sector and applying tax rules on that basis would be neither appropriate nor feasible.”\textsuperscript{132} Academics have tried to defend the existing concepts of international taxation by arguing that the problems created by e-commerce are not serious enough to justify changes in the traditional conceptual basis of international taxation.\textsuperscript{133} As Sprague and Hersey have advocated for change in international tax laws have not provided a sufficient basis upon which to deviate from the conceptual framework that has been in existence for more than 80 years.\textsuperscript{134}

A. ENHANCED RESIDENCE-BASED TAXATION

The debate surrounding the desirability of residence-based taxation as opposed to source-based taxation preceded the advent of e-commerce. It has been argued that in order to address tax avoidance concerns, countries of residence should be granted primary authority to tax e-commerce business profits.\textsuperscript{135} Perhaps the central international tax issue arising from e-commerce is the allocation of business profits between residence and source countries and diversion to tax havens.\textsuperscript{136} If countries are permitted to exclusively tax a resident company’s worldwide business profits, then multinational enterprises will arguably be discouraged from shifting their profit-making activities to lower
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tax jurisdictions, since the residence country will continue to tax these profits. It is well realised that capital-exporting nations tend to support residence-based taxation under the principle of capital export neutrality, which is achieved if a taxpayer’s choice between investing at home or in a foreign country is not affected by taxes. The greatest proponent of a move towards a residence-based system for the taxation of international income is the US, which also happens to be the world leader in the production and export of e-commerce goods and services. Proponents of a strict residence-based system for taxation of e-commerce profits believe that electronic transactions may escape taxation altogether unless the resident vendor is taxed on its net income. The reality is that the strict application of residency rules would lead to greater tax avoidance due to the increasingly malleable nature of corporate residency. Under a pure residence-based system of taxation, multinational enterprises would have considerable incentive to incorporate entities in tax havens and low-tax jurisdictions. Existing companies would be driven by the impetus to relocate their e-commerce and other profitable operations through isolated corporate entities. Start-up technology companies would be encouraged to establish the income-producing aspects of their operations within tax havens in order to avoid paying taxes. A company that is incorporated or deemed to be a resident of a country that is a tax haven may never pay any income tax whatsoever on its e-commerce profits under a pure residence-based approach.

A move towards residence-based taxation of all forms of business income would entail radical shifts in the international distribution of tax revenues. The existing regime of jurisdictional allocation, as embodied by most bilateral tax treaties, assigns the taxpayer’s country of residence the exclusive right to tax foreign-source business income in the absence of a PE in the foreign jurisdiction. Based on current economic trading patterns, the abandonment of source-based taxation of business profits would dramatically increase the flows of tax revenues from the treasuries of developing countries to the coffers of developed countries. Any further shift in the tenuous equilibrium of inter-nation revenue distribution in favour of the treasuries of wealthy nations would have profound international economic consequences. Because the adoption of a pure residence-based system of taxation for e-commerce or traditional commerce transactions would exacerbate distributive disparities among nations, it is unlikely that such a proposal would obtain the requisite international support.

---

B. EXPANSION OF SOURCE-COUNTRY TAX BASE

It is often presumed that tax revenues in the source country are declining and that, consequently, an enlargement of the tax attributes in the source country as well as taxation according to the source principle are necessary in order to guarantee equity among developed and developing nations. Expansion of taxation by the source country is based on the argument that a nation should have the primary claim to tax all business income derived within the borders of the country.\textsuperscript{140} Developed countries, as well as developing countries, have expressed their inclination to favour source-based tax rules for business income.\textsuperscript{141} The principle of tax neutrality requires that all business income, whether arising out of e-commerce transactions or through more traditional means, be taxed in a similar manner. Effective source-country taxation would involve modifications to traditional international tax norms, such as those dealing with transfer pricing, permanent establishment and the characterisation of income. Proposals to expand the jurisdiction of the source country to tax business income arising within its boundaries include first, the restricted force of attraction principle;\textsuperscript{142} second, withholding taxes on e-commerce payments; and third, unrestricted domestic taxation of all business income generated within the country.

There is no doubt that international tax policy analysis suffers from a certain degree of arbitrariness because analysts and tax authorities generally cannot come to an agreement on the methods by which accepted general principles, such as the need for fairness among nations, should guide actual reform efforts.\textsuperscript{143} The problem in part is that a particular nation’s international tax interests may vary depending on its economic circumstances. As a result, capital-importing nations tend to support source-based taxation under the principle of capital import neutrality, which maintains that companies operating abroad should be placed in the same tax position as their local competitors. However, there may be a number of practical and administrative problems associated with taxing e-commerce profits on the basis of the source of the consumer. As with other approaches, the identification of the taxpayer would be a prerequisite to the imposition of an income tax. The ability of Internet users to
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prevent identification of their e-commerce transactions may present challenges for tax authorities. The vendor is obligated to remit income tax to the consumers’ jurisdiction because it is the vendor’s income that is being taxed. Without appropriate identification mechanisms, it would be difficult for governments to trace the productive processes of international business transactions through to the ultimate taxpayer. Where tax authorities are able to identify and audit perspective taxpayers, it is likely that some source-based withholding tax rules would be established to protect the interests of the treasury against foreign resident taxpayers with nominal assets in the market country. In such cases, the source country may establish a regime that could treat foreign companies less favourably than domestic enterprises. To respond to reasonable equity concerns, most countries should permit foreign businesses to file as net-basis taxpayers.

According to Doernberg, it is useful to adopt the ‘base erosion’ approach in the taxation of income streams in source countries.\textsuperscript{144} The proposal requires taxation of any payment to a foreign enterprise if it is tax deductible in the hands of a taxpayer in the source country. The implementation of the tax would be in the form of a low withholding tax, with the option of being taxed on net income. This proposal implies that the concept of PE continues to exist.\textsuperscript{145} In this context, it is further suggested that the ‘base erosion’ approach offers a possible solution for equitable tax sharing between residence and source countries when the concept is applied to all commerce and not just e-commerce. The tax is implemented through a low withholding tax on all tax-deductible payments to the foreign enterprise, and the withholding tax is final, without the option of a tax on net income being extended to the taxpayer or the tax administration.

Before considering a solution along these lines, trade data must be carefully studied to ascertain if, and to what extent, there will be an erosion of the tax base. However, it is recommended that a thorough study should be undertaken to examine the practicality of taxing all imports and to assess the erosion of the tax base as a result of credit for taxes levied by other countries on exports. It is, however, widely believed that the base of the ‘erosion approach’ is contrary to the international consensus that withholding taxes is appropriate only in certain limited cases.\textsuperscript{146} Additionally, the simultaneous existence of the PE concept implies that traditional commerce will be taxed differently when compared to e-commerce.

\textbf{C. FORMULARY APPORTIONMENT: AN ALTERNATIVE?}

Because the current system has not produced a result that accurately reflects the economic source of the income or the location of the economic
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It is imperative that we explore alternative forms of taxation. The suggested alternative is a formulary apportionment of income based on an economically justifiable formula. Is formulary apportionment a way forward for e-commerce taxation? The main argument in favour of formulary taxation is that the system does a better job of addressing the economic reality of the behaviour of e-commerce businesses. The main deficiency, in turn, is generally based on the argument that it is not a theoretically superior (or optimal) model because of implementation difficulties, and the system artificially attempts to draw lines between related aspects of a company where no line truly exists.

However, the arguments in favour of formulary taxation are quite powerful. This system has been advocated most notably by its foremost proponent, Jinyan Li, and has been found to be “both sound and theoretically attractive.” The OECD contends that global formulary apportionment would allocate the global profits of an MNE group on a consolidated basis among the affiliated enterprises in different countries and this allocation would be based upon a set mechanistic formula. Three key components would govern such a global apportionment formula: identifying the unit to be taxed; determining global profits; and implementing the formula employed to allocate the global profits of the unit. The formula would most likely be based on some combination of costs, assets, payroll, and sales. The problem for us is that there are almost as many versions of formulary taxation systems as there are jurisdictions.
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that have adopted such methods. However, all of the systems have some common features: ‘apportionable income,’ the ‘apportionment formula,’ and ‘definitions of the factors’ utilised in the apportionment formula.

The conceptual legitimacy of the formulary approach to income taxation is widely acknowledged. In fact, the shortcomings of the current transfer-pricing regime are becoming more prevalent and prominent as the process of globalisation encourages enhanced regional and global economic integration. Formulary taxation does seem more conceptually pure than the current arm’s-length system, which is supported by international consensus among national tax authorities. In reality, at least below the surface, there is much disagreement concerning arm’s-length principles on issues such as the allocation of profits among the different PE within a single legal entity. Global formulary apportionment in relation to e-commerce would be expected to address the tax avoidance strategy of multinational companies attempting to locate in tax havens in order to avoid higher rates associated with residence-based corporation tax elsewhere. This could be accomplished as a global system, rather than a patchwork of national systems, thereby rendering consideration of which jurisdiction offers the lowest corporate tax rate irrelevant to companies. It is also argued that companies across the globe will be better able to make business decisions without the undesirable influence of national tax implications. This, in turn, would produce a greater level of productive efficiency, as fewer resources would be devoted to tax-related decision-making and business operations could then be based more purely on prudent commercial principles rather than tax avoidance.

From a broader perspective of international taxation of multinational companies, not just e-commerce companies, there would be a significant simplification of the entire international tax system, resulting in reduced compliance burdens for companies, as there would be no need to allocate income or expenses among countries, which is once again due to the global nature of formulary apportionment. The reduced compliance burdens that naturally result from this simplification would further encourage productive efficiency savings. Further, this effect is the same from the point of view of revenue services in terms of costs of administrating the system. These two areas of increased efficiency and decreased costs represent indisputable benefit from this
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method of taxation in accordance with recognised objectives and principles of international taxation.

Formulary taxation accepts the reality of firm integration and attempts to come up with a workable solution that matches each jurisdiction with tax revenues related to the value-adding economic activity that takes place within the jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{162} Formulary taxation more accurately considers actual corporate integration and is, therefore, able to make a more conceptually satisfying estimation of the total amount of profit realised by large firms that are technically made up of several affiliated companies.\textsuperscript{163} The resulting broad, global view enables the system to apportion tax revenues more accurately and thus more equitably, amongst individual countries. It also disregards the residential location of a parent company in multinational enterprises, which would render the artificial and arbitrary residence-based distinctions obsolete and would, therefore, better represent the true nature of the emerging global economy.\textsuperscript{164}

The strongest argument against formulary apportionment is its lack of general acceptance internationally. The OECD relies on this argument to dismiss formulary apportionment, stating that reaching such an agreement would be time-consuming and extremely difficult: “Transition to a global formulary apportionment system [...] would present enormous political and administrative complexity and require a level of international cooperation that is unrealistic to expect in the field of international taxation.”\textsuperscript{165} It can be argued that even if some countries are willing to accept formulary apportionment, there would be disagreements because each country may want to emphasise or include different factors in the formula based on the activities or factors that are predominant in its jurisdiction. The OECD lists a number of areas which would present a particular difficulty for agreement in terms of the composition of the formula.\textsuperscript{166} In order to avoid double taxation, there would need to be agreement on the measurement of the tax base of a multinational enterprise group; on the use of a common accounting system; on those factors to be included in the formula in order to apportion the tax base; and, finally, on how to measure those factors. The consequence of jurisdictions that do not agree to the exclusive use of formulary apportionment would be the need to calculate profits attributable to relevant jurisdictions using two different standards.\textsuperscript{167} However, difficulty in
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reaching international consensus is an inadequate reason for dismissing formulary apportionment outright and should not be an obstacle to its inception.

The multiplicity of tax bases in the world also raises questions regarding the feasibility of a formulary approach. It is argued that there would need to be a sufficient number, if not all, of the major countries from which multinational enterprises operate in agreement about the adoption of a formulary system.\(^{168}\) If an insufficient number of countries were in concurrence, any multinational firms targeted by the countries who had assented to the use of a formulary system would then need to adopt two parallel practices for accounting in order to comply with both systems simultaneously,\(^{169}\) which would increase compliance burdens and possibly lead to double-taxation. Having considered the success of the current system in lessening the frequency of its manifestations, this would represent an incontrovertibly regressive outcome. The OECD further highlights a number of what it calls fundamental inadequacies in the formulary approach which relate to a lack of consideration for varying exchange rates and market conditions as a result of the use of a predetermined, arbitrary formulary; the potential for increased compliance costs associated with the amount of data necessary for collection and distribution in a manner that is compatible with each jurisdiction; and, finally, the effect of the use of different accounting standards and currencies around the world on the accurate valuation of the assets to be used as inputs for the formula.\(^{170}\)

Unilateral adoption of formulary apportionment by a country does not require the formulary apportionment country and all others to have the same tax base, although the ideal case situation is that all countries adopting formulary apportionment would use the same formula. Given that multinational enterprises use uniform accounting for worldwide financial reporting purposes, it is quite plausible to use financial reporting as a starting point for calculating the global profits of the multinational enterprises. Further, it must be noted that differences in accounting standards are narrowing worldwide due to the adoption of International Accounting Standards.\(^{171}\) In developing countries, there is a clear mandate to push for the adoption of such international accounting standards; the EU and Japan have already adopted them. Alternatively, it may be possible for each multinational enterprise to use its home country’s accounting methods in calculating the global tax base. However, the system
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would intrude to an unacceptable extent on a nation’s tax sovereignty\textsuperscript{172} and it is not clear whether a system which is quite sensitive to the choice of criteria, would lead to a fairer distribution of taxing rights among countries.\textsuperscript{173} As such, countries would need to reach an agreement on a set of common rules at the supranational level that would determine how much revenue each state would collect from cross-border transactions. By doing so, each state would have to cede fiscal sovereignty with respect to aspects of its international income tax laws. Even proponents suspect that effective formulary taxation will call for an even greater sacrifice of sovereignty because it will require the harmonisation of corporate tax bases and possibly even tax rates.\textsuperscript{174} In short, fiscal sovereignty concerns would continue to play a critical role in a nation’s decision to reform its international tax system.\textsuperscript{175}

Bird points out, “changes in tax policy and tax structure reflect changes in administrative realities as much [as] or more than they do changes in policy objectives.”\textsuperscript{176} The reality is that the OECD and its member states seem wedded, at least for the foreseeable future, to the maintenance of the transactional arm’s-length standard, despite its many deficiencies. A comparative review of the responses by national tax authorities suggests that these authorities have for the most part approached taxation of e-commerce issues in a tepid and conservative manner, relying on traditional principles. This slavish following of traditional principles has led to some misguided reform efforts, which have been discussed in this article. International tax rules will not be leapfrogging at least not in near future. But then again perhaps it may be far more preferable to adopt a reform approach that protects tax sovereignty and is technically feasible. Even then it will not solve the inherent problems of unnecessary complexity that have shaped the current international tax system, and a decade on we may still be debating and perhaps also lamenting a missed opportunity.

V. CONCLUSION

As mentioned previously, international taxation is a phenomenon widely observed but often imprecisely discussed. A possible policy approach to accommodate the taxation of e-commerce transactions is to leave the
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existing international jurisdictional rules and concepts as they are currently in the OECD Model Convention.\textsuperscript{177} The existing international tax regime has enjoyed a long history and has been the product of many years of development.\textsuperscript{178} Against this background, countries would be reluctant to move from a system that is both familiar to them and that has taken many years to develop. It is also arguable that the present system, though far from perfect, has served the international community well by forging a workable compromise between the competing fiscal interests of countries that engage in international trade. Therefore, from a traditional and a historical perspective, there may be merit in leaving the current rules as they presently stand.\textsuperscript{179} However, I argue that the issues are whether the current international tax regime is able to tax e-commerce income, and also whether it is the appropriate regime for taxing e-commerce income. The logic of the current economic allegiances and the premise behind the contribution of each country to the production of income are not applicable to e-commerce today.

The intangibility and seamlessness of e-commerce services and products challenge the suitability of the traditional tax system, especially when these services are provided across jurisdictions. It is difficult to apply the current system of giving the source country priority in taxing active income while the country of residence has priority in taxing passive income to e-commerce because the current system does not produce a result that accurately reflects the economic source of the income or the location of the economic activity. This ambiguity has necessarily launched a twofold debate, on the one hand about shifting from source-based taxation to residence-based taxation,\textsuperscript{180} and on the other hand pleading for continuing vitality of source-based taxation, as discussed in the previous section.\textsuperscript{181} However, neither system is capable of reaching its objectives. It is not enough that a solution is workable; it must also be supported by enough countries, and it is obvious that neither of these approaches has achieved global acceptance or is capable of ever realising global consensus.

It is the ability to perform services for customers anywhere in the world while also having the ability to establish residency in a low-tax jurisdiction that leads to tax minimisation. The path of international law is directed
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by three main drivers: tax sovereignty concerns, practical administrative concerns, and guiding international tax principles.\textsuperscript{182} Although perfection is not the goal, many of the participants in the ongoing debates over international taxation of e-commerce have strongly argued in favour of a higher degree of international cooperation in this area. During the second half of the twentieth century, there were a variety of attempts to create international organisations with sufficient authority to propose, although seldom impose, solutions to problems with substantial international dimensions. There is a practical concession among all of the nation states that they cannot deal with problems associated with e-commerce taxation alone, as Brauner argues, “the grand illusion of a single, worldwide tax system that would eliminate all international inefficiencies and assist all the nations of the world in maximising their relative advantages is commonly accepted as utopian.”\textsuperscript{183} Again, it is extremely unlikely that policymakers will ever consider any radical propositions, and this has led to the advancement of propositions that would make only minor adjustments to the framework, which have also been characterised as fundamentally flawed.

The question is: Where do we go from here? I believe that no clear and definite solution exists, and there is not enough empirical evidence to support adoption of any of the proposed solutions. In any case, by ‘solution’ I do not mean a comprehensive prescription for change. Rather, it is about making choices among plausible alternatives. Hence, based on contemporary realities, I would strongly argue that due consideration should be given to formulary apportionment as a viable alternative and that we should further consider developing the mechanics of a workable formulary apportionment system while addressing its shortcomings. In the previous section, I have explored the benefits of formulary apportionment. I would argue that the main benefit of the approach is efficiency, as it would reduce wasteful compliance and enforcement costs and curb the erosion of the tax base. Undeniably, the practical difficulties associated with implementation are not insignificant. In particular, consensus must be reached to determine the tax base, the composition of the formula (accounting concerns about the measurement of the formula components), and the definitions of the factors, and consensus will not be reached without conflict. However, the discussion has never been about finding a ‘perfect’ solution. In the context of international taxation, perfection would be a non-starter, but there is merit to a logical argument in favour of developing an ‘optimal regime’.
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